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Abstract As the key part of Prognostics and Health Management (PHM), Remaining Useful Life

(RUL) estimation has been extensively investigated in recent years. Current RUL estimation studies

considering the intervention of imperfect maintenance activities usually assumed that maintenance

activities have a single influence on the degradation level or degradation rate, but not on both.

Aimed at this problem, this paper proposes a new degradation modeling and RUL estimation

method taking the influence of imperfect maintenance activities on both the degradation level

and the degradation rate into account. Toward this end, a stochastic degradation model considering

imperfect maintenance activities is firstly constructed based on the diffusion process. Then, the

Probability Density Function (PDF) of the RUL is derived by the convolution operator under

the concept of First Hitting Time (FHT). To implement the proposed RUL estimation method,

the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is utilized to estimate the degradation related param-

eters based on the Condition Monitoring (CM) data, while the Bayesian method is utilized to esti-

mate the maintenance related parameters based on the maintenance data. Finally, a numerical

example and a practical case study are provided to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed

method. The experimental results show that the proposed method could greatly improve the

RUL estimation accuracy for the degrading equipment subjected to imperfect maintenance activi-

ties.
� 2018 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is

an open access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

With the increasing requirement for the safety and reliability
of engineering equipment, Prognostics and Health Manage-
ment (PHM) technique has received widespread attention in
the academic and industrial field during the past decades.1–3

As the key part of PHM, Remaining Useful Life (RUL)
estimation can be used to determine the maintenance time,
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inspection interval, or spare parts’ ordering quantity by mini-
mizing economic cost or mitigating failure risk,2–7 and hence,

increasing attention has been paid to the RUL estimation
domain. The remaining useful life of an asset is generally
defined as the length from the current time to the end of the

useful life.2 The existing RUL estimation studies can be
grouped into the following two types: physics-based methods
and data-driven methods.1 For these two types of methods,

physics-based methods are based on the identification of
potential failure mechanisms for a device, product, or system,
and thus the failure can be easily located and insulated. How-
ever, due to the complexity of the engineering system as well as

the diversity and uncertainty of the operating environment, it
is extremely difficult to identify the potential failure mecha-
nisms. Owing to the rapid development of sensory technology,

data-driven methods have become the mainstream in the cur-
rent RUL estimation domain.

The commonly-used data-driven methods include Wiener

process, Gamma process, and Markov chain.2 Because Wiener
process can be adopted to describe both the monotonous and
non-monotonous degradation processes, it exhibits better per-
formance compared with Gamma process and Markov chain

in many engineering practice including rotating element bear-
ings, self-regulating heating cables, laser generator and bridge
beams. Therefore, Wiener process based degradation models

have been studied intensively in literature. Based on Wiener
process with a linear drift, Tseng et al. determined the lifetime
of the light intensity of LED lamps in Ref. 8. Ye et al. investi-

gated linear-drifted Wiener process with measurement error
and developed a mixed effects model motivated by the degra-
dation process of magnetic heads used in hard disk drives.9

Due to the extensive existence of the nonlinear degradation
patterns, a nonlinear-drifted Wiener process model as well as
an analytical RUL distribution derivation method was pre-
sented in Ref. 10. Wang et al. further proposed an additive

Wiener process based RUL estimation method for the hybrid
deteriorating systems, where the stochastic dependencies
between different deteriorating patterns were considered.11

Based on Wiener process with a nonlinear drift, Huang et al.
presented a recursive filter algorithm, which could improve

the estimation accuracy of the RUL.12 Recently, a nonlinear-
drifted Wiener process modeling method was proposed for

the RUL estimation of rechargeable batteries by taking multi-
ple hidden states into consideration.13

Most of the existing RUL studies assumed that the degrad-

ing equipment was not maintained during its life cycle.4–14

Nevertheless, in practice, when the degradation level of the
equipment exceeds a specified threshold, maintenance activities

are often carried out for the equipment to improve the perfor-
mance. According to the effect of maintenance, maintenance
activities can be divided into perfect maintenance, imperfect
maintenance, and minimal maintenance.15 Specifically, perfect

maintenance can restore the equipment to an as-good-as new
state, and minimal maintenance can restore the equipment to
an as-bad-as old state. Differently, imperfect maintenance

can restore the equipment to the state between as good as
new and as bad as old.16–23 Therefore, compared with perfect
maintenance and minimal maintenance, imperfect mainte-

nance is more general in the engineering practice, examples
of imperfect maintenance are spraying lubricant for drill bit,
adjusting the dynamic balance of the fan.21–23 Imperfect main-
tenance activities can normally slow down the degradation of

the equipment, thereby prolonging the life of the equipment.15

If the influence of the imperfect maintenance is not well taken
into account, the RUL estimation for the equipment subjected

to the intervention of imperfect maintenance activities may
have large biases. Thus, imperfect maintenance activities have
a critical influence on the RUL estimation of such degrading

equipment, and it is important to account for the influence
of the imperfect maintenance activities when we estimate the
RUL of the equipment in such situations.21–23

However, although imperfect maintenance has attracted
great attention in maintenance activities scheduling area,24–26

few studies could be found in literature to consider the influence
of imperfect maintenance activities on RUL estimation. You

and Meng proposed an extended proportional hazards model
to carry on the simulation analysis for the maintenance activi-
ties,27 which could obtain the mean and variance of the RUL,

but could not obtain the distribution of the RUL. Wang et al.
used Wiener process with negative jumps to estimate the RUL

Nomenclature

n upper limit of the preventive maintenance

(PM) number
xp PM threshold
x failure threshold
Ti time of the ith maintenance, i 6 n; i 2 Nþ

ri condition monitoring (CM) number between
Ti and Tiþ1

gi residual degradation coefficient

a, b hyperparameters in gi
t timeR t�Ti

0 lðs; hÞds nonlinear degradation function with its

parameter h and integration variable s
ci degradation rate changing factor after the

ith maintenance
lc, rc parameters in the distribution of ci
rB diffusion coefficient

Bð�Þ Brownian motion

i PM number before ti;j
j CM number after the ith maintenance
ti;j the jth monitoring time after the ith maintenance
Li;j RUL at time ti;j with its realization li;j and

PDF fLi;j
ðli;jÞ

Ln;j RUL at time tn;j with its realization ln;j and
PDF fLn;j

ðln;jÞ
Ri;j remaining operating time of the ðiþ 1Þth

stage with its realization ri;j and PDF fRi;j
ðri;jÞ

Riþk operating time of the ðiþ kþ 1Þth stage with

its realization riþk and PDF fRiþk
ðriþkÞ

Rn operating time of the ðnþ 1Þth stage with its
realization rn and PDF fRn

ðrnÞ
m total number of the historical equipment

‘ likelihood function
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